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When Does Your Cument Contents Arrive?
a reader will complain that he is not receiving
promptly. Most readers should receive CC on the same
day of each week. This is especially true in Europe since CC is sent via air
cargo each week and delivered by surface mail over the weekend. Most
subscribers should receive CC on Monday or Tuesday each week.
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Recently, we improved delivery of CC to Africa and the Middle
East by an average of two weeks. Current Contents for these countries is
also first shipped by air cargo to Amsterdam, and then to individual
countries in Europe and Africa by surface mail. India also receives this
service. Recently we also inaugurated a special air cargo shipment to Japan,
which significantly lowered costs to Japanese scientists who previously
paid a premium for air mail service to speed delivery.

We hope to extend these air cargo shipments to all parts of the
world in the near future. [n the meantime, many scientists in Latin America
and other countries where the service is not yet available find CC of such
value that they pay the additional cost of air mail delivery.

[t is a tribute to CC that there are so many air mail subscriptions.
There are still many other subscribers, however, who have not taken
advantage of this method of receiving CC promptly. If you would benefit
from faster receipt of CC, we suggest that you use it.

Unfortunately,
the fluctuating values of local currencies in many
countries prevent many scientists, who desire and need Current Contents,
from obtaining subscriptions directly. It is not surprising, therefore, that
many of their colleagues in the United States and other countries generously
place subscriptions for them. If you wish to arrange such a subscription,
you can count on our cooperation.
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